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The United Nations International Maritime Organization 
(IMO) has designated 2010 as the ‘Year of the Seafarer’.  

As the principal international representative organisation 
of maritime employers, ISF has a deep interest in 
highlighting the importance of this unique and highly 
skilled profession.  In particular, ISF wishes to encourage 
due recognition of the critical work performed by the 
world’s one and a quarter million seafarers.  

Seafarers have much of which to be proud.  Shipping 
is an industry imbued with history and tradition, but it 
is a modern and dynamic enterprise, where everyone 
is conscious of the important part they play towards a 
far wider purpose.  The health of the world economy, 
and the very functioning of the world as we know it, 
depends on merchant seafarers.  About 90% of world 
trade is transported by sea!

Although the commitment and importance of good 
shore based management cannot be overstated, it 
is ships’ crews who ultimately ensure that shipping is 
safe, clean and efficient, and that raw materials and 
finished goods are safely transported over tens of 
thousands of miles.  

A career at sea is rewarding, and has many positive 
features that are hard to appreciate by those who have 
only ever worked ashore.  But regrettably, seafaring as 
a profession can entail other unwelcome challenges, 
such as the trend in some countries towards the 
unwarranted criminalisation of seafarers following 
unintentional pollution.  This is one particular issue 
which ISF intends to continue highlighting vociferously - 
see back page.

International Maritime 
Organization, London



Careers Promotion

The ‘Year of the Seafarer’ provides an especially helpful 
platform on which IMO can develop its ‘Go to Sea!’ campaign, 
giving greater impetus to the promotion of maritime careers.  

As a contribution to the campaign, and with IMO support for 
foreign language translation, ISF has produced a short DVD 
film - ‘Careers in International Shipping’.  Thousands of copies 
of the film have already been distributed by ISF worldwide, 
free of charge, to help bring the benefits and attractions of 
a career at sea to the attention of young people, especially 
at schools and careers events.  The film can also be seen on 
YouTube and at www.marisec.org/isfcareersfilm

Free copies of the DVD can be obtained on request from ISF, 
which as well as the English version contains soundtracks in 
French, Spanish, Russian, Arabic and Chinese.  Italian and Greek 
versions are also available from the Italian, Cypriot and Greek 
ISF member associations.

During the Year of the Seafarer, ISF will also be updating its 
international careers website www.careers-at-sea.org

ISM and Safety Culture 

In July 2010, the latest amendments to the IMO International 
Safety Management (ISM) Code will enter into force.  
Anticipating these changes, and in order to take account of 
other experience gained since the ISM Code first become 
mandatory, ISF (and ICS) have published a new edition of its 
definitive ‘Guidelines on the Application of the ISM Code’.  
The first edition of the Guidelines was published in 1993 
and played their part in the successful delivery of a more 
systematic approach to safety management and pollution 
prevention, which is now applied throughout the industry.

A new analysis is included of why accidents happen, and 
expanded advice is provided on risk management and on 
the operation of a genuine ‘safety culture’, in order that 
companies can fulfil the spirit, as well as the letter, of the ISM 
Code’s requirements.

It is probably no coincidence that the implementation and 

2010 Manpower Study 
While the contraction in world trade has 
eased some immediate pressures, ISF is keen 
to emphasise the importance of companies 
continuing to train sufficient numbers of new 
officers for the future. Throughout 2010, in 
co-operation with BIMCO, the Institute for 
Employment Research at the University of 
Warwick, UK and Dalian Maritime University, China, 
ISF will finalise work on a comprehensive study of 
the worldwide supply and demand for seafarers, 
for publication before the end of the year.  

The study has been conducted as a service 
to the industry, at 5 year intervals, since 
1990.  Recent data collected from ISF national 
associations, prior to the beginning of the 
economic downturn, suggested that training 
had increased since the last major ISF/BIMCO 
Manpower Update in 2005.  

However, acute shortages of officers were 
persisting in sectors such as LNG and LPG, and 
for particular grades such as second engineers.  
The 2010 study will present an opportunity to 
collect far more detailed information, including 
the effect of the slump in shipping markets, and 
make predictions for the decade ahead.  

enforcement of the ISM Code has coincided with a dramatic 
improvement in the safety record and environmental 
performance of the shipping industry (see graphs), which is 
all the more impressive given the subsequent growth in the 
size of the world fleet by almost 50%.  However, the essential 
purpose of the ISM Code is to encourage a commitment to 
continuous improvement and the eradication of behavioural 
complacency.



The long term aim of ISM is to help achieve the ultimate goal 
of zero accidents and zero pollution.  It is greatly hoped that 
the new edition of the ICS/ISF Guidelines will contribute to the 
fulfilment of this vital objective.   

Training and Manpower

In June 2010, ISF will represent maritime employers at a 
Diplomatic Conference in the Philippines which will adopt 
significant amendments to the IMO Convention on Standards 
of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers 
(STCW).  

Since the STCW Convention was last radically revised, in 1995, 
the training of seafarers has been substantially overhauled.  
Particularly in developing countries, from where about two 
thirds of the world’s seafarers are currently employed, the 
competence based approach to training, i.e. the attainment 
of the professional ability required to perform the tasks on 
board, as opposed simply to gaining knowledge to pass an 
exam, is now universally applied. Rather than training standards 
being left to the satisfaction of the local administration, 
the international competence tables in the STCW Code 
now underpin maritime education around the world.  As a 
consequence, there is now a clearer sense that all seafarers 
working internationally are part of the same global profession, 
in which recognition of the special importance of safety of life 
at sea and the protection of the marine environment are far 
more widely recognised.

Shortly after the STCW Conference, ISF will publish a revised 
edition of its Guide to the STCW Convention.  
In the year ahead, ISF also has an ambitious 
schedule for the updating of the various 
internationally recognised training record 
books that it provides for the industry, 
to reflect any changes made to STCW 
competence standards.

Implementing the ILO 
Maritime Labour Convention

The Geneva based International Labour Organization 
(ILO) adopted the ILO Maritime Labour Convention (MLC) 
in 2006.  The wide range of matters covered includes 
seafarers’ contractual arrangements, responsibilities of 
manning agencies, working hours, health and safety, crew 
accommodation, and medical and catering standards.  The ILO 
MLC will be subject to port state control as well as flag state 
inspection.  Following ratification by a growing number of flag 
states, including the major open registers, the MLC is expected 
to enter into force globally within the next couple of years. 
 
As an official ILO social partner, under the ILO tripartite 
process, ISF was responsible for negotiating the text of 
the Convention on behalf of maritime employers with 
governments, and with seafarers’ trade unions represented 
by the International Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF).  ISF 
therefore has a special role to help to ensure the Convention’s 
smooth implementation.  

During the course of 2010, ISF intends to publish a revised 
edition of its ‘Guide to the ILO MLC’, which was initially 
published shortly after the Convention was first adopted. 
In September 2010, in Geneva, ISF members will represent 
employers, alongside unions and governments, at a special 
Preparatory Tripartite Committee on the MLC, which will 
address outstanding questions on implementation in advance 
of the Convention entering in force, and procedures for 
agreeing future amendments.   



The skills, competence 
and dedication of the 
world’s 1.25 million 
merchant seafarers 
have contributed 
greatly to the significant 
improvement of the 
shipping industry’s safety 
and environmental 
performance, a record 
all the more impressive 
given the massive recent 
expansion of world 
seaborne trade. 
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ISF National Associations  

Australian Shipowners’ Association

Royal Belgian Shipowners’ Association

Syndarma (Brazil) 

Canadian Shipowners’ Association

Chilean Shipowners’ Association

China Ocean Shipping Co 

Cyprus Shipping Chamber

Danish Shipowners’ Association

Finnish Shipowners’ Association

Armateurs de France

German Shipowners’ Association

Union of Greek Shipowners

Hong Kong Shipowners’ Association

Indian National Shipowners’ Association

Irish Chamber of Shipping

Isle of Man Shipping Association

Confederazione Italiana Armatori
(CONFITARMA)

Japanese Shipowners’ Association

Korea Shipowners’ Association

Kuwait Oil Tanker Co

Liberian Shipowners’ Council

Grupo TMM S.A. (Mexico)

Royal Association of Netherlands 
Shipowners

Norwegian Shipowners’ Association

Filipino Shipowners’ Association

Asociación de Navieros Españoles

Swedish Shipowners’ Employer 
Association

United Kingdom Chamber of Shipping

Chamber of Shipping of America

Associate Members

Cruise Lines International Association

European Dredging Association

ISF comprises national shipowners’ 
associations from 30 countries which 
represent all sectors and trades of the 
shipping industry and about 75% of the 
world merchant fleet.   The primary 
interests of ISF are labour affairs, 
manpower and training, and seafarers’ 
welfare. 
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Criminalisation and Fair Treatment 
of Seafarers

Unwarranted criminalisation of seafarers is contrary to principles 
established by MARPOL and the United Nations Convention on the Law 
of the Sea.  It is unacceptable that in the course of providing their 
important service to world trade, seafarers are exposed to the vagaries 
of different national laws, with some jurisdictions imposing criminal 
sanctions for pollution even when there is no intentional or wilful 
misconduct.
  
Aside from the principles, there is still concern about the impact 
on serving officers, and retention rates within the profession, of 
cases where seafarers have been imprisoned or detained for lengthy 
periods following maritime incidents, sometimes without charge.  Most 
importantly, the possibility of criminal sanctions also undermines the 
ability of the maritime authorities to conduct accident investigations to 
establish the root causes of incidents.  

Seafarers deserve the security of uniformity and certainty as to how 
their conduct and actions will be determined by local courts, based on 
internationally agreed standards.  Sadly, however, it seems that a change 
in the current political climate is required, which will be a long term 
process.
 
ISF continues to lead efforts to press for change where national laws 
permit unjustified criminalisation.  While governments must be urged 
to recognise the supremacy of UNCLOS and MARPOL and bring national 
and regional laws into line with these internationally agreed standards, 
maritime administrations should also be encouraged to adopt the IMO 
Casualty Investigation Code into their national law and procedures.  
Meanwhile, the industry will remain vigilant and closely monitor 
proposed national and regional legislative changes that run contrary to 
international principles.

A separate but closely related issue is that concerning ‘fair treatment’, 
i.e. proper due legal process when seafarers come into contact with 
local authorities including the provision of access to legal advice and 
interpreter services, and the possibility of release on bail when a criminal 
investigation is underway.  

Governments dealing with maritime accidents are urged to adhere to the 
IMO/ILO Guidelines on the Fair Treatment of Seafarers in the Event of a 
Maritime Accident (which ISF negotiated with unions and governments in 
2006). Although the guidelines could be strengthened in several respects, 
in the meantime their use is strongly supported by ISF.


